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EXPERT UNIT 3 (B3)

What do you do? I'm a consultant. That's a good job. 9. I'm a systems engineer. 9. I'm a technical salesman. 9. 9. How long have you been with this company? 
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EXPERT UNIT 3 (B3)



Activity group(s): 1 Number of exercises: 104



Expert Unit 3 (18 activity (ies) 01:34:27) Keywords [19 word(s)] to attend (v.) to be on schedule CEO (Chief Executive Officer) company consultant delegate to do business expert latecomer manager participant to postpone (v.) professional representative seminar speaker speech successful workshop



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1 a delegate a waiter a tour guide a pilot a news reader an actor
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2 a bank a workshop a stock market an outlet a surgery a charity



3 an army a football team a rock group an orchestra a cabin crew an office



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



It is now the first day of the seminar. You are ready to welcome your delegates. You learn you're missing a group of six. What happened? Are they late? Have they cancelled?



2



They got lost. They got lost. It seems so.



4 3 2



What shall we do about them? 5 5 5



We still have to bill them. It's not very professional. They should have let us know.



3



Do we wait for them? No, the others are already waiting. I'm going to start the first session. We'll delay a little.
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4



What shall we do about them? 5 5 5



Send somebody to help them. We'll wait for them. Give them directions.



5



The seminar begins and everybody is very satisfied. At the end of the day, you're having a drink at the bar with some delegates who are staying in the same hotel. They ask you about your company: "Where is your company based?" In New York. In Philadelphia. In San Francisco.



6



Who do you do business with? Banks and insurance companies. Foreign governments, the army. Industry.



7



That can't be easy.



8 8 8



That's a good job.



9 9 9



What do you do? I'm a consultant. I'm a systems engineer. I'm a technical salesman.



9



7 7 7



The army is a big market.



How often do you organize this sort of seminar? Once every three months. Twice a year. It depends.



8



6 6 6



How long have you been with this company? For two years. For three months. For a very long time.
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Ah, you're new. So long that you've forgotten.
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13 10 13



10



And you've already had the time to organize seminars? I did that for my last company. I learn quickly. It's not difficult.



11



You're a professional. You've done well!



11 11 11



Are you happy at your company? Yes, there's a good working atmosphere. We all work very well together. Depends on the day. Not really.



12



Why not join our company then! I am under contract. Not for the moment. That would depend on the terms.



13



13 13 12 12



Contact us before you renew it. I'm sure they will interest you.



Are you going back to New York after the seminar? Yes, probably. No, I'm going to Wisconsin. I'm not sure yet.



Why don't you stay and visit Washington? For work, I suppose.



Sentence Pronunciation [40 sentence(s)] What happened? Are they late? Have they cancelled? We still have to bill them. It's not very professional. They should have let us know. No, the others are already waiting. I'm going to start the first session. We'll delay a little. Send somebody to help them. We'll wait for them. Give them directions. In New York. In Philadelphia. In San Francisco. Banks and insurance companies. Foreign governments, the army. Industry. Once every three months.
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Twice a year. It depends. I'm a consultant. I'm a systems engineer. I'm a technical salesman. For two years. For three months. For a very long time. I did that for my last company. I learn quickly. It's not difficult. Yes, there's a good working atmosphere. We all work very well together. Depends on the day. Not really. I am under contract. Not for the moment. That would depend on the terms. Yes, probably. No, I'm going to Wisconsin. I'm not sure yet.



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. welcome organize write go back need



greet arrange note return require



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



Washington can be a state or a capital. New York Miami Hawaii Timbuktu Chicago The article and geographical names



2



The restaurant bill was very expensive. duck's invoice gun control historic note billing and cooing



3



An insurance company covers you in case of an accident. billion-dollar catering associated oil pipeline electric



4



Twice a year means biannual. Once a month Three times a week Every month
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Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



Perfect conditional using 'should'



2



'How' + adjective or adverb



Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1



Get lost, I don't Get lost, I don't want



want to to see you



see you ever ever again



again



'Ever' - 'Never'



2



hire a professional if you want the hire a professional if you want the work done



3



We need directions to get to your We need directions to get to your place
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work done properly.



properly.



place
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4



a good working atmosphere is essential for production. a good working atmosphere is essential for production. Adjectives ending in -ing



5



James Bond was under contract to the British James Bond was under contract to the British Intelligence



6



the seminar was boring; I didn't learn the seminar was boring; I didn't learn anything



Intelligence



anything



Adjectives ending in -ing



Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: you (go)



you would have gone



Sheila (call)



Sheila would have called



Morris and Larry (find)



Morris and Larry would have found



Mr. Head (dial)



Mr. Head would have dialed



Samuel (want)



Samuel would have wanted



he (write)



he would have written he'd have written



I (answer)



I would have answered I'd have answered



The perfect conditional



Auxiliaries



Phonetics Exercise [2 phoneme(s)]



Q



information sure professional should session directions insurance



v



five Avenue overhead video very give
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Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: The seminar began at ten. (nine)



It should have begun at nine.



The room was a single. (double)



It should have been a double. The room should have been a double. It should've been a double. The room should've been a double.



The receptionist was talking on the phone. (attending to the guests)



He should have been attending to the guests. She should have been attending to the guests. The receptionist should have been attending to the guests. He should've been attending to the guests. She should've been attending to the guests. The receptionist should've been attending to the guests.



We ate lunch at the hotel. (to go to a restaurant)



We should have gone to a restaurant. You should have gone to a restaurant. We should've gone to a restaurant. You should've gone to a restaurant.



'Should' and 'ought to': advice Perfect conditional using 'should' Auxiliaries Use of the past participle as an adjective



2



Modal auxiliaries



Answer the question as in the example. Example: The seminar began at ten. (nine)



It should have begun at nine.



They reserved a small conference room. (a big one)



They should have reserved a big one. They should've reserved a big one.



The taxi driver drove dangerously. (more cautiously)



He should have driven more cautiously. She should have driven more cautiously. The taxi driver should have driven more cautiously. He should've driven more cautiously. She should've driven more cautiously. The taxi driver should've driven more cautiously.



Fifty participants attended. (seventy-five)



Seventy-five participants should have attended. Seventy-five participants should've attended.



'Should' and 'ought to': advice Auxiliaries
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Perfect conditional using 'should'



Modal auxiliaries
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3



Answer the question as in the example. Example: The seminar began at ten. (nine) They'll call the office after lunch. (by now)



They should have called the office by now. They should've called the office by now.



The planning was difficult. (easier)



It should have been easier. The planning should have been easier. It should've been easier. The planning should've been easier.



The coffee break lasted five minutes. (fifteen minutes)



It should have lasted fifteen minutes. The coffee break should have lasted fifteen minutes. It should've lasted fifteen minutes. The coffee break should've lasted fifteen minutes.



'Should' and 'ought to': advice



4



It should have begun at nine.



Perfect conditional using 'should'



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: The keynote speaker's plane was late.



How late was it?



This seminar is very long.



How long is it?



The last speech was boring.



How boring was it?



The hotel room is huge!



How huge is it?



Interrogative words



5



Modal auxiliaries



'How' + adjective or adverb



Contraction of 'to be'



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: The keynote speaker's plane was late.



How late was it?



The hotel lobby is very smoky.



How smoky is it?



The traffic was bad.



How bad was it?



Lunch was expensive.



How expensive was it?



Interrogative words
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'How' + adjective or adverb



Contraction of 'to be'
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6



Form a question based on the final part of the sentence. Example: The keynote speaker's plane was late.



How late was it?



The room was crowded!



How crowded was it?



After all that networking, I'm tired!



How tired are you?



The trip home is long.



How long is it?



Interrogative words



'How' + adjective or adverb



Contraction of 'to be'



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Anaphoric 'to'
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2



'For' - 'Since' - 'Ago'



3



'The more . . . the more'
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Words and Functions [2 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. You want your new product to succeed, don't you? Then organize a seminar on the merits of websites. Sam Nar is the leading seminar leader, isn't he? Have him give a speech and invite some prominent experts to head several round tables. Round table discussions are quite popular these days, aren't they? The surest way to success is to convince them that your website solution is the best one they can get for their money. If you do your homework and advertise well, your product is sure to sell. Then your competitors will just have to stand back, won't they? Regular verbs want organize



invite



Question tags isn't he? don't you?



to head



to convince



aren't they?



won't they?



Expressions The surest way to success



2



do your homework



advertise



stand back



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Last week I attended a fascinating seminar in Chicago. The company that organized it has just released a new product and it is selling quite well. They probably held this seminar because they wanted to spread the word about their product. But since they have always held very useful seminars, they managed to hide the fact that this one was an advertising ploy. Their seminars have been popular for several years. The participants are prominent businessmen, and their numbers have increased every year since the first seminar. The company is planning to continue this tradition of successful seminars. They are hoping to remain the industry leader for a long time. They are doing well. Simple preterite attended organized Present perfect has just released



held



wanted



have always held



Present continuous is planning is selling
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are hoping



managed



was



have been popular



have increased



are doing
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Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Put the following text into the conditional perfect. I would like to find out about this man's company. We would be interested to know who they do business with. Wouldn't it be a good idea to organize a seminar every three months? I would prefer to attend seminars in New York. We would have the chance to make more contacts. It would be very useful, wouldn't it? I would have liked to have found out about this man's company. We would have been interested to know who they do business with. Wouldn't it have been a good idea to organize a seminar every three months? I would have preferred to have attended seminars in New York. We would have had the chance to make more contacts. It would have been very useful, wouldn't it? The perfect conditional



Auxiliaries



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



It is now the first day of the seminar. You are ready to welcome your delegates. You learn you're missing a group of six. What happened? Are they late? Have they cancelled? Not for the moment. For three months. Not really. Starting in two weeks. I've just reserved a room.



2



They got lost. They got lost. It seems so.



4 3



Ah, you're new.



Yes, I have your reservation.



What shall we do about them? We still have to bill them. It's not very professional. They should have let us know. Yes, for two. One. A TV and a video. I would like to reserve a room. Smoking.
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5



Fine, I'll write it down.
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3



Do we wait for them? No, the others are already waiting. I'm going to start the first session. We'll delay a little. That would depend on the terms. No, I'm going to Wisconsin. I'm a consultant. It's not difficult. One week.



4



I'm sure they will interest you. For work, I suppose. That's a good job.



What shall we do about them? Send somebody to help them. We'll wait for them. Give them directions. 402 Sixth Avenue. 10. Depends on the day. Twice a year. Yes, there's a good working atmosphere.



5



5



5 5 Ah, the Hilton.



The seminar begins and everybody is very satisfied. At the end of the day, you're having a drink at the bar with some delegates who are staying in the same hotel. They ask you about your company: "Where is your company based?" In New York. In Philadelphia. In San Francisco. That's all for the moment. We all work very well together. A room with a bathroom. I learn quickly. You can bill my company.
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6 6



All the rooms have a bathroom. You've done well! We should have their address.
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6



Who do you do business with? Banks and insurance companies. Foreign governments, the army. Industry. I would like some information. Yes, it's about a seminar. By check. Who is in charge of organizing seminars?



7 7



The army is a big market.



See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right. See Mr. Warcock in the last office on your right.



Meals and coffee breaks.



7



How often do you organize this sort of seminar? Once every three months. Twice a year. It depends. Okay. Send somebody to help them. The 26th and 27th of this month. Only meals. A small suite.



8



8 8



We only have luxury suites.



What do you do? I'm a consultant. I'm a systems engineer. I'm a technical salesman. 402 Sixth Avenue. With a color screen, please. Hilton Hotel. I'm not sure yet. Yes, we need a hostess.



9



That can't be easy.



That's a good job.



9 9



Ah, the Hilton. It's on Sixth Avenue. Fine, I'll take care of that.



How long have you been with this company? For two years. For three months. For a very long time. Banks and insurance companies. Yes, my name's Smith. I would like to reserve a room. One. Send somebody to help them.
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10



And you've already had the time to organize seminars? I did that for my last company. I learn quickly. It's not difficult. Are they late? Do you have any rooms free? By check. I've just reserved a room. I would like some information.



11



They got lost.



Yes, I have your reservation.



13



No problem. Fine, I'll take care of that. That's all right, I'll dial it for you.



Why not join our company then! I am under contract. Not for the moment. That would depend on the terms. Foreign governments, the army. I need to organize a seminar. We'll delay a little. I booked a room this morning. By check.



13



11 11



Are you happy at your company? Yes, there's a good working atmosphere. We all work very well together. Depends on the day. Not really. A view of the park. Yes, we need a hostess. Where can I find a telephone? Send somebody to help them. By credit card.



12



You're a professional. You've done well!



Contact us before you renew it. I'm sure they will interest you. The army is a big market.



Oh yes, you're Mr. Smith.



Are you going back to New York after the seminar? Yes, probably. No, I'm going to Wisconsin. I'm not sure yet. A blackboard. Yes, my name's Smith. Full service. What happened? Smoking.
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Why don't you stay and visit Washington? For work, I suppose. There is one in the room.



They got lost.
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Mystery Phrase [5 exercises] 1



A technical profession. systems engineer



2



Change to a later time. postpone



3



Protection against damage, accidents, etc. insurance



4



A financial institution. bank



5



Call off indefinitely. cancel



Cultural Texts [2 cultural text(s)] 1



As American as Apple Pie American / apple pie / pastry / Aemilius Simpson / seeds / John Chapman / orchards / cider / applejack



American Apple Pie When something is very American, we say it is 'as American as apple pie.' Apple pie is one of America's national dishes. It is usually round, and has pastry on top and underneath. But why do we associate it with being American? The U.S. is the world's largest apple producer. When English sailor Aemilius Simpson arrived in Washington state in 1824, he planted the few apple seeds he had kept from his journey. These produced America's first apples. In the early 19th century, John Chapman, otherwise known as 'Johnny Appleseed,' traveled across America planting apple seeds, creating apple orchards that still exist today! During colonial times, apple pie was more than just dessert. When pork and beans ran out, apple pie became lunch and even breakfast! Apples were also used to make 'cider,' a strong wine, and 'applejack,' the American equivalent of brandy. Apple pie has always had its place in American history, and remains today America's favorite dessert.
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2



The Blues The Blues / African Americans / Mississippi Delta / cotton fields / hardships / field hollers / banjo / W.C. Handy / worldwide / audience



A jazz club The Blues is a musical style created by African Americans. The Blues has its roots in the Mississippi Delta region. Its origins go back to the 'field hollers' slaves sung while working in huge cotton fields. Reflective of the extreme suffering slaves endured throughout the South, field hollers eventually developed into both spirituals (church music) and the Blues. These songs sung by slaves, and later prison work crews, were slowly to evolve into narratives accompanied by the banjo. By the beginning of the twentieth century, the distinct musical style that was to be known as the Blues had come into being. As African-American workers traveled looking for work, the Blues traveled with them. Its popularity increased quickly. In 1912, the 'Father of the Blues,' W.C. Handy, wrote the famous song 'Memphis Blues.' The music industry started to take notice. Blues singers such as John Lee Hooker and Howlin' Wolf took the Blues to a worldwide audience, and it has greatly influenced modern music. From the hardships of the cotton fields to the world stage, the Blues belongs to African Americans.



Riddles [5 exercises] 1



Who planted America's first apple seeds? Aemilius Simpson Hints: He planted them in Washington state. He was a sailor. He was English. Cultural text: As American as Apple Pie (Cuisine )



2



Who was John Chapman better known as? Johnny Appleseed Hints: He planted apple seeds all across America. Orchards he created still exist today. He lived in the early 19th century. Cultural text: As American as Apple Pie (Cuisine )
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3



What was the colonial American equivalent of brandy? Applejack Hints: Apples are used to make this drink. Part of its name is a man's name. This drink begins with 'A.' Cultural text: As American as Apple Pie (Cuisine )



4



Where did the Blues originate? The Mississippi Delta Hints: There were cotton fields here. Many slaves worked here. This area is a 'delta.' Cultural text: The Blues (Entertainment )



5



What kind of shouts, combined with music, helped create the Blues? Field hollers Hints: Slaves used to sing these. They are emotional cries. They also developed into spirituals. Cultural text: The Blues (Entertainment )
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expert unit 2 (b3) 

town and you phone the Hilton Hotel to book your room. ... latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you getting on with the planning? ..... Mr.Thomson, your sales manager, assured me that he'd tell you about my trip to New York so that.










 








EXPERT UNIT 11 (B3) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1 to fax .... The factory in China is the least successful. Regular superlatives. 2. Reformulate as in ...










 








EXPERT UNIT 6 (B3) 

Yes, I was online when the computer froze. 3. I connected ... I saved a document and my computer froze. 3. 3 ... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5.










 








EXPERT UNIT 10 (B3) 

$1 million. 6 ... It's a little expensive. Yes, it is ... It's 100% coverage, so it is particularly attractive, if you have children. ... I need to look at my accounts with you. 12.










 








EXPERT UNIT 13 (B3) 

You have to call them one after another; if you agree on an appointment, ... I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. .... appointment with a psychologist. 4.










 








EXPERT UNIT 1 (B3) 

This is Peter Svensson, Human Resources Director. How can I ... They will not make any presentations. Fine. 8 ... The delegation will be 2 executives and 1 personal assistant. ..... pie-eating contest / campsites / fairground attractions. If you ...










 








EXPERT UNIT 12 (B3) 

2. It's a pleasure, Mrs. Li. 2. 2. So, you would like to enter the market here. We are looking for China's best distributor. We are the best distributor in China,.










 








EXPERT UNIT 14 (B3) 

What are you studying? Business Management. 10. Law. 10. Engineering. 10. 8. How did you learn English? At school. 10. During an intensive training course.










 








EXPERT UNIT 7 (B3) 

Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: ... Put the following sentences in the passive voice. .... Interrogative and exclamatory adverbs. How.










 








EXPERT UNIT 5 (B3) 

I'm Mr. Jang. My name is Beck. I'm calling from Quickyear in China. ... Can someone call and organize a meeting for next week? I'll call them and organize a ...










 








EXPERT UNIT 9 (B3) 

I saved a document and my computer froze. 3 ... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5 ... If you order online, we will install a free DVD player.










 








EXPERT UNIT 4 (B3) 

Our objective is to become a global brand name. 10. Athena's objective is to increase global sales. 10. 10. What is Athena's mission statement? To increase ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B3) 

You call to find out if the weather is going to ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! ..... Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' mea










 








ADVANCED UNIT 3 (B3) 

Does 16% interest suit you? It's a little expensive but ... Our company has a complimentary gift for you. Which one would ... four-wheel drive horsepower .... jet-black having a hard head hardheaded powerful enough to crush bone bonecrushing ..... I 










 








EXPERT UNIT 3 (B2) 

1. [You meet a saleswoman to discuss computers.] Do you like these new German computers? German computers ..... Yes, the instruction manual must be ready before April. I know. 4 ...... If you order online, we will install a free DVD player.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 3 (B3) 

They don't have any here. 5. 3 ... Do you have any corduroy pants? ... Oh, it doesn't matter, thank you. Bye! 15 ..... This explains why people are happy to find.










 








expert unit 3 (b1) - MAFIADOC.COM 

I have pension-savings plans and travel insurance. Are you .... Our health insurance policy offers one hundred percent coverage. ...... 2 International taxation.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B3) 

there is a book there are books there is a movie there are movies there is a shirt .... a lemon a cucumber. Â© Copyright 2003-2004 Auralog S.A. All rights reserved.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 11 (B3) 

Exclamations with 'what a' Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 9. Make the following sentences singular. Example: What tall men!










 








ADVANCED UNIT 9 (B3) 

Thank you for your time. I'm very excited about .... I'm always happy to give my opinion. .... You have been planning a trip across the USA for a long time. The big ...










 








ADVANCED UNIT 14 (B3) 

What do you do when you go out in the evening? I go to a nightclub. 14. I eat out in a ... caretaker dog trainer software company journalists telephone operators.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 13 (B3) 

Dad takes the children to school before going to work by public transportation. Let's hope ... The months and seasons go by, but sometimes you have the feeling that time has stopped. Especially ... There is a strike today. Because it crashed. 4.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 4 (B3) 

rap music folk music. 7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music. 8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran.
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